
Himmy likes time words too. Choose the correct words from the box and write them on the lines.

1. Every hundred years, a new one of these begins. 

2. This is a day in a year. 

3. There are 12 of these in a year. 

4. This is the time when one day finishes and another begins. 

5. There are 60 of these in one hour. 

I can say my time words in 10 seconds. How quickly can you say all of my time words?
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MeetMeet
HimmyHimmy

Read about Himmy and answer the questions.1

2

3
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Likes: maths, science

Dislikes: sports, rain

Himmy

1.  I work hard at school and 
my favourite subjects are 
maths and science.

    Which two school 
subjects do you like?

2.  My favourite letter is T and 
I love numbers too. 

    Can you write five numbers 
that start with the letter T?

 and     

    

a date minutes months midnight a century



Talk in pairs or groups. 
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MeetMeet
HimmyHimmy

Help Himmy! Match the phrases with the jobs.4

5
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Astronaut’s job Engineer’s job

design 
funfair 
rides

build 
skyscrapers

travel to space

invent new 
computer 

programmes

explore 
other 
planets

fix problems

live on a 
spaceship

land back 
on Earth

Which job would you like to do?   
What do people do in that job?



1. Student’s own answers

2. two, three, ten, twelve, thirteen, twenty, thirty, thousand
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HimmyHimmy Answer Key

1. a century
2. a date
3. months
4. midnight
5. minutes

Student’s own answers

astronaut’s job:
travel to space
explore other planets
live on a spaceship
land back on Earth

engineer’s job:
design funfair rides
build skyscrapers
invent new computer programmes
fix problems


